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Sex and the 30th Century Woman:
2nd Edition of Sci-Fi Novel, 30th Century: Escape, Revisits 21st Century
Time-Travel Adventure of Its Heroine with Same “Modern” Behavior, Less Graphic Details
SAN DIEGO, CA (7/25/18) ‒ It makes sense that human sexuality would evolve over the 900 years between the 21st
century and the 30th. Jennifer Hero, the dynamic 30th century heroine that noted scientist-author Mark Kingston Levin,
PhD has brought to life on the pages of 30th Century: Escaped, brings with her an open perception to all matters regarding
sex. This is expressed in a commitment to her male partner Marty, but also bisexuality and group sex among friends.
While the first edition was the winner of the prestigious IRWIN Literary Award for the Best Science Fiction Book of
2017, its highly erotic nature made it unsuitable for some readers. Now the new “General Audiences” edition has
removed the graphic sex, so it is available to a wider audience.
“I thought about calling it 30th Century: Tamed,” the author notes. “I removed the graphic sex to appeal to wider range of
science fiction fans. Yet, I am still presenting my vision of our future. Look at how fast we’ve made changes and adapted
regarding things that were even considered crimes in the late 20th century. Sodomy was once a crime in many states. Now
gay marriage is legal.”
Levin looked at the rate of change, and projected where we might be by the 30th century. His vision of this future time is
one of more sexual openness. He sees a world with no sexual disease and an 800-year average lifespan and health-span.
The author believes people will not wait for marriage to have sex, and that they’ll have sex more often with more people.
Jennifer Hero’s open sexuality is just one aspect of Levin’s complex main character. Before landing in the 21st century, she
was a leader in a future Secret Society (the SS) working against the hostile genetically modified Syndos using only nonviolent methods. She also had many enhancements common in regular humans of her period for physical strength,
youthful appearance, etc. She time-travels to the 21st century after being mysteriously called to it, while sending her SS
teams on a critical 27th century mission aimed at saving humanity from the Syndos in her time. Then she experiences
extreme guilt for abandoning them because the first time-travel device is one-way only.
Book 1 follows Jennifer Hero’s adjustments in what strikes her at times as a primitive century. She must keep her true
origins a secret so feigns amnesia. Soon she is mistaken for a woman lost at sea years earlier and gets trust money.
Jennifer has many close calls when her advanced physical and intellectual abilities almost blow her cover. She falls in
love with a 21st century marine biology professor, Marty, who faces his own fears when Jennifer reveals her bisexuality
(his first wife left him for a woman). Later, DNA evidence that she’s a match for the missing woman has Jennifer losing
her identity and belief in her past. She plunges deep into a depression. The match is actually a glimpse of the truth. How
will it save her?
After working on the Apollo and Mars projects, Dr. Levin returned to study quantum mechanics under Nobel Laureate
Paul Dirac, obtaining a PhD in 2.5 years. He then founded two companies and was awarded over 30 US patents. He
retired in 2014 to write science fiction, his true passion, publishing the 1st edition of Book 1 in 2017. 30th Century:
Escape is part of his thought-provoking sci-fi trilogy. Book 2, 30th Century: Revived, is also available on Amazon.
For the author’s thoughts on the science in his books and more, visit www.markkingstonlevin.com.
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